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OTA-C

ADDITIONAL  INSTRUCTIONS  FOR TIMBER  WAGONS
OTA-A: These  wagons  are  a  conversion  of  OCA  wagons.  There  were  about  125  OTA's  of  which  99  were  of  the  'A'  
type  with  11/13  sockets,  dating  from  about  July  1985.  Timber  was  loaded  at  the  following  known  sites:  Taynuilt,  
Arrochar,  Ardlui,  Crianlarich,  Fort William , Inverness  area, Inverurie, Perth, Carmarthen,  Lapford,  Exeter, Crawley 
(New),  Chichester.  Destinations  include  Corpach,  Chirk, Shotton, Leeds,  Chepstow,  &  Workington.  (BOLD = 2002 sites) 
Following  the  end  of  the Speedlink  service  in  1991  the  number  of  places  served  was greatly reduced.  Other  wagons  used  
with  the  OTAs  were  BSW  & OBA  (e.g.  110678  /681/691/741/783). Although  some  have  13 sockets,  they  only  have  11  
stanchions.  Early examples  had  flat  tops  to  the  ends:  this  type  can  be  modelled  by  removing  the top  part  of  the  ends  and  
fitting  a  new  plastic capping  strip  (see sketch).  Timber  is  in  lengths  of  about 3mm(scale!)  in  4  piles along  the  wagon  held  
down  by  webbing  straps  -  use 1mm strips of masking tape painted pale blue.  ASSEMBLY: The  ends  fit  as  the  main  
instructions,  but ensure  that  the solebars  are  an  exact  fit between  the  ends.  The  small  squares on  the  side  moulding are  to  
reinforce  the  corners  (behind  the solebar  ends).  Before  fitting  the  sides,  the  loose  stanchions should be fitted (once  you  have  
decided  which  of  the  4  variations  is  to  be  modelled)  as  per the  sketches  below.  Livery:   R/freight  Red  ends  (black  
inside, although  some  e.g.  112281/330  have  green  u/c  on  the  top  part  of the  inside).  The  'sides'  are  grey/green/ or  red.  
Stanchions  can  be white/yellow/  or  green.  Simple  really!  The  Tare  weight (14.850 low/11;  15.300  high/13) is on  the  solebar  
to  the  left  of the  centre  rib;  &  OTA  with  number  below,  to  the  right  of  the  centre  rib.   As  it is  rather  difficult  to  
apply  transfers due to  the  depth  of  the  ribs,  we  suggest  that  you  put  the  lettering  on  a  self-adhesive  label blackened  with 
felt  pen];  then  cut  to  fit  the  rectangle  on  the solebar.  Leave  only a  tiny  gap  between  OTA  and  number. Some  wagons  had  
a  small  fir  tree  label  on  the  edge  of  the ends,  and  others  (112208/316) had  the  'Mull'  symbol  on  the inside  of  the  ends.  
Note that  112292  was the  OTA(B)  with 'EXTE'  bolsters  which  in  1992 was  in  use  as  a  reach  wagon  at  Stanlow  (with  the  
Stanchions removed).  Livery  Details:   R  =  R/freight  Red;  G  =  R/fr.grey;  B =  Black; Gr  =  Undercoat  green  (pale  apple); Y  
=  yellow;  W  =  white.  Details  given  for  known  wagons  in  this  order:  'sides',  top  inside  of  ends,  stanchions.  Low  ends,  
11  sockets, odd  spacing:  112323/4  G,B,G;  112291    R,B,Y.  Low  ends,  11  sockets,  even  spacing:   112185  G,B,G.  112319 
Gr,Gr,Gr/Y.  High  ends,  11  sockets,  even  spacing:   112299  G,B,Y;  112239  G,B,G.   High ends, 13 socket:  
112067/161/183/186/187/194/208/236/239/ 243/246/251/257/ 266/289/290/ 316/332/333/338/ 
339/342/358/366/381/388/396  G,B,G;  112175/180  G,B,W;  112188 Gr,B,Gr;    112222  G,B,Gr;  112317  
Gr,B,W; 112391 G,B,Black. Some wagons e.g.112319 have a mixture of stanchions/colours. 112162/281/330  
have  low ends/11 sockets but not known if  odd/evenly  spaced.  By 2001 some wagons listed above only had 9 
stanchions/sockets at positions marked  ▼ (some with centre socket empty) e.g. 112289 & 112291.
Thanks  to  Ian  Macmillan  for  details  of  liveries/bodies. ARTICLES: Model  Railways  July  88.  NOTES    Rail :  
Nov/Aug/Dec 85,Feb/Mar  86,Jun  88;  OTAs  ex  VDA  vans  e.g.200848/858/948,  Jun/Jul/Aug/Sept  88.       
These items can ordered directly from us :  PLASMOR OBA end
extension pieces. For OTA (ex VDA):  C45 Side mouldings from our OTA/A kit for  
converting Hornby / Bachmann Vans.   AXLEGUARDS (pair) and spring.  
Available 2009: BSW /Bols.ter D VB  Bogie Timber Wagon used with OTAs.
   
OTA-C: also a conversion of OCA wagons. These were the 9 stanchion type 
which was hired to Thames Board. In the service of Thames Board timber was 
brought from Scotland to Workington. Even during this period wagons 
occasionlly strayed.
Refer to OTA-A assembly instructions above — except that there is no 
choice of stanchion position or end type on OTA-Cs. By 2000 many, if not 
all, had had the centre stachion cut off above the socket.
The livery of the "Thames" wagons was "peacock blue" (lighter than "Rail 
Blue") on 'sides' & ends (inc. inside of ends, although some were black). The 
stanchions are white (not sockets). This livery was still on the wagons in 1997 
– see photo in the March 1998 "Modern Railways" of wagons at Taynuilt.
The tare (14.900kg) is on the solebar to the left of the centre rib; and 
'OTA' with number below to the right of the centre rib. OTA -C Numbers 
were: 1121+84/89/90; 1122+04/20/26/64/67/71/82/94;  
1123+01/04/12/13/22/28/41/53/71/80/84/85/86; + one unknown. 
Thanks to Ian McMillan, Thames Board, Ian How & Eric Kemp. 
OTA-A stanchion templates:
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